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SOLUTION BRIEF

THE CHALLENGE: Faster, Smarter Incident Response

A single incident may be only one of 100,000 digital assets relevant 

to the compromise. But security response teams struggle to validate 

a compromise is fully resolved—unable to assemble all the relevant 

intelligence to execute the right (and most relevant) response. 

Identifying attackers and their infrastructure is nearly impossible without 

relevant security intelligence, that goes beyond open-source indicators. 

Often, intelligence is locked away in silos, outdated, irrelevant, or simply 

noise; making response teams perform manual data-stitching before 

analyzing before the first indicator.

Security programs are left unaware of adjacent attacks, relevant 

target assets, nearby threat actors, and chained compromises linger—

remaining vigilant but never sure the attacker is gone.

Specific challenges include:

• Disconnected, incomplete data and intelligence

• Lack insight into attackers and their infrastructure

• Unable to map threats to enterprise attack surface

• Limited response scale but a larger digital footprint

• Outdated and irrelevant open-source intelligence 

THE SOLUTION: Relevant Security and Threat Intelligence, 
Mapped to You

Security teams can speed up and improve incident response by fusing 

threat intelligence and investigations into their response workflows. 

RiskIQ unifies and scales internet datasets and delivers attack surface-

aware  threat intelligence with a 10-year history. 

RiskIQ curates and corrects and updates open-source intelligence 

(OSINT), then adds proprietary security intelligence from RiskIQ Labs—

combining attack surface mapping to give security teams focused 

response for the most relevant assets, threats and attacks.

With over 50 integrations—SIEM, SOAR, EDR, ITSM, VM—RiskIQ’s 

security intelligence can be infused across the security ecosystem via 

simple and flexible APIs and apps. Enriched with relevant intelligence, 

security operations and response gets smarter and faster to keep pace 

with digital growth and changing threats.

Faster, Smarter
Incident Response

WHY RISKIQ?

Infrastructure Chaining to identify 

attackers and their infrastructure 

relevant to threat activity

Adaptive Threat Indicators drawn 

from 10+ years of data history and 

200 billion mapped relationships 

Enriched OSINT easily accessible 

and actionable threat intelligence, 

curated and extended for relevance

Internet Intelligence Graph 

RiskIQ is the only platform with 

relevant security and threat 

intelligence drawn IP and non-

IP resources, hosts and host 

pairs, web components, WHOIS, 

certificates, subdomains, trackers, 

hashes, OSINT, PassiveDNS, 

cookies, and digital footprints. 

Threat intelligence mapped to the 

digital attack surface.

Actionable threat intelligence, 
mapped to you
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SOLUTION BRIEF: Smarter, Faster Incident Response

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY

“RiskIQ helps us protect the integrity of our global network and create a trusted 

environment for the customers who need safe online banking. In addition to improving 

our internal threat programs, RiskIQ helps protect our customers from cyber threats 

throughout the connected ecosystem—detecting and stopping threats in third-parties that 

put our customers at risk.”

Vice President, IT Security 

Global Financial Services

“

Attacker Attribution

identifies attack infrastructure and 

tools, seeing who’s targeting you 

and the systems they use 

Pre-Built Threat Indicators

intuitive, flexible UI simplifies threat 

analysis: adaptive watchlists to go 

from insights to action in just a few 

clicks

Smarter Security Ecosystem

easily infuse threat intelligence to 

your network, endpoint, SOAR/SIEM 

solutions via API and 50+ vendor 

integrations

Live, Always-on Intelligence

with more than 4,000 open-source 

(OSINT) indicators and articles, 

curated and continuously updated 

to remove noise and spotlight the 

signal.

SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Security intelligence enriches every decision, workflow, playbook and response protocol so you 

can be more confident to eliminate threats at-scale.


